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Abstract Let H denote the family of all graphs with multi-4-cycles and sup-
pose that G ∈ H. Then, G is a bipartite graph with a vertex bipartition
{Vα, Vβ}. We prove that for every vertex v ∈ Vβ and for every 2-colouring
Vα → {1, 2} there exists a 2-colouring Vβ → {1, 2} such that every cycle in G
is not monochromatic and b(v) = 1 (b(v) = 2).
Let now G be a simple even plane triangulation with a vertex 3-partition
{V1, V2, V3}. Denote by Bi, i = 1, 2, 3, the set of all vertices in Vi of degree at
least 6 in G. Suppose that G[B1∪B3] (G[B2∪B3]) is a subgraph of G induced
by the set B1∪B3 (B2∪B3, respectively). Let G
∗ be the dual graph of G with
the following 3-face-colouring: a face f of G∗ is coloured with i if and only if
the vertex v = f∗ ∈ Vi. We prove that if H = G[B1 ∪ B3] ∪ G[B2 ∪B3] ∈ H,
then, for any edge chosen on a face coloured 3 and of size at least 6 in G∗,
there exists a Hamilton cycle of G∗ which avoids this edge. Moreover, if every
component of H is 2-connected, then there exists a Hamilton cycle of G∗ such
that for every face coloured 3 it avoids every second edge of this face or it
avoids at most two edges of this face.
Keywords Barnette’s conjecture, Hamilton cycle, acyclic induced subgraph
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1 Introduction
All graphs considered in this paper will be finite and simple. We use [3] as a
reference for undefined terms. In particular, V (G) is the vertex set and E(G)
is the edge set of a graph G. N(v) is the set of all neighbours of a vertex v
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in G. The degree dG(v) of a vertex v is the number of edges at v. If {S, T } is
a partition of V (G), then E[S, T ] is the set of all edges of G with one end in
S and the other end in T . If U ⊆ V (G), then G[U ] denotes a subgraph of G
induced by U .
In 1884, P. G. Tait posed a conjecture that all cubic 3-connected plane
graphs had a Hamilton cycle. The conjecture was of special interest since
it implied the four colour theorem. Because of counterexamples found the
conjecture has been modified in various manners.
Let B denote the family of all 3-connected cubic bipartite plane graphs.
In 1969, Barnette ([1]) conjectured that every graph in B has a Hamilton
cycle. Goodey [5] proved that if a graph in B has only faces with 4 or 6
sides, then it is hamiltonian. Bagheri, Feder, Fleischner and Subi [2] study
the existence of hamiltonian cycles in plane cubic graphs having a facial 2-
factor. The problem whether a cubic bipartite planar graph has a Hamilton
cycle (without the assumption of 3-connectivity) is NP-complete, as shown
by Takanori, Takao and Nobuji [11]. Holton, Manvel and McKay [8] used
computer search to confirm the Barnette’s conjecture for graphs in B with up
to 64 vertices and they also verifed the following properties H+− and H−−
for graphs with up to 40 vertices:
H+−: If any two edges are chosen on the same face, then there is a Hamilton
cycle through one and avoiding the other,
H−−: If any two edges are chosen which are an even distance apart on the
same face, then there is a Hamilton cycle that avoids both.
Kelmans [9] proved that Barnette’s conjecture holds if and only if every graph
in B has property H+− (called also Kelmans property).
Stein expresses hamiltonicity in terms of the dual graph. Let G be a simple
plane triangulation. Stein [10] proved that there exists a partition {S, T } of
V (G) such that each of partition sets induces an acyclic subgraph in G if and
only if {e∗ ∈ E(G∗) : e ∈ E(S, T )} is the set of edges of a Hamilton cycle in
the dual graph G∗ (see also Hakimi and Schmeichel [7])
Let E be the dual family to B. Thus, E is the family of all simple even
plane triangulations with at least four vertices. Let G ∈ E and suppose that
{V1, V2, V3} is a vertex 3-partition of V (G). We say that a vertex v is big
(small) in G if dG(v) ≥ 6 (dG(v) = 4, respectively). Denote by Bi the set of all
big vertices in Vi, i = 1, 2, 3. Let PG denote the family of all paths P of length
at least 2 in G, with big ends and small inner vertices such that either P is an
induced path in G, or the ends a, b of P are adjacent and P +ab is an induced
cycle in G. Florek [4] proved the following lemma:
Lemma 1 Suppose that G ∈ E has at least three big vertices, and that X, Y
are disjoint sets of vertices in the graph G satisfying:
(a) B1 ⊆ X, B2 ⊆ Y , and B3 ⊆ X ∪ Y ,
(b) for every path in PG the set of its inner vertices is either contained in
or is disjoint with X ∪ Y .
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Assume also that the induced graphs G[X ] and G[Y ] are acyclic. Then it
is possible to partition the vertex set of G into two subsets S, T so that each
of them induces a tree, and X ⊆ S, Y ⊆ T .
Hence, by the Stein theorem, {e∗ ∈ E(G∗) : e ∈ E(S, T )} is the set of edges
of a Hamilton cycle in the dual graph G∗. Moreover, Florek [4] proved that if
subgraphs G[B1 ∪B3] and G[B2 ∪B3] are acyclic in G, then G
∗ has H+− and
H−− properties.
Let H denote the family of all graphs which contain only cycles of length
congruent to 0 mod 4. Let G ∈ H and suppose that {Vα(G), Vβ(G)} is a vertex
bipartition of V (G). In the first part of our paper we study the structure of
graphs in H (see Theorem 1), and we prove the following theorem Theorem 2:
For every vertex v ∈ Vβ(G) and for every 2-colouring a : Vα(G) → {1, 2}
there exists a 2-colouring b : Vβ(G)→ {1, 2} such that every cycle in G is not
monochromatic and b(v) = 1 (b(v) = 2).
In the second part of our paper we show applications of Theorems 1–2 to
the Barnette’s Conjecture. Let G ∈ E and let H = G[B1 ∪ B3] ∪ G[B2 ∪ B3].
First we prove the following Theorem 3: If H ∈ H, then for every edge vw
with v ∈ B3 and w ∈ V1(w ∈ V2) there exists a partition {S, T } of V (G) so
that each of partition sets induces a tree-subgraph of G, B1 ⊆ S, B2 ⊆ T , and
v, w ∈ S (v, w ∈ T , respectively).
Let us define the following 3-face-colouring of G∗: a face f of G∗ is coloured
with i if and only if the vertex v = f∗ ∈ Vi. Then, we obtain a dual version
of Theorem 3: If H ∈ H, then, for any edge chosen on a face coloured 3 and
of size at least 6 in G∗, there exists a Hamilton cycle of G∗ which avoids this
edge.
Finally, we prove the following Theorem 4: If H ∈ H and if every compo-
nent of H is 2-connected, then there exists a partition (S, T ) of V (G) so that
each of partition sets induces a tree-subgraph in G, B1 ⊆ S, B2 ⊆ T , and for
every v ∈ B3 the following implications are satisfied:
(1) if dH(v) > 3, then N(v) ∩ V1 ⊆ S and N(v) ∩ V2 ⊆ T ,
(2) if dH(v) = 2 and v ∈ S (v ∈ T ), then at most two vertices of N(v) ∩ V1
(N(v) ∩ V2) belong to S (or T ) and all other neighbours of v belong to T
(S, respectively).
Then, we obtain a dual version of Theorem 4: IfH ∈ H and if every component
of H is 2-connected, then there exists a Hamilton cycle of G∗ such that for
every face coloured 3 it avoids every second edge of this face or it avoids at
most two edges of this face.
2 Graphs with multi-4-cycles
Let H denote the family of all graphs such that each cycle has a length congru-
ent to 0 mod 4. Suppose that G ∈ H and assume that {Vα(G), Vβ(G)} is a ver-
tex bipartition of G. Vertices belonging to Vα (or Vβ) are called of type α (type
β respectively). For any 2-colouring a : Vα(G)→ {1, 2} and for any 2-colouring
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b : Vβ(G)→ {1, 2} we define a 2-colouring a▽b : Vβ(G)→ {1, 2} (not necessar-
ily proper) such that a▽b(w) = a(w), for w ∈ Vα(G), and a▽b(w) = b(w), for
w ∈ Vβ(G). A cycle in G is monochromatic with respect to a▽b if all vertices of
this cycle have the same colour. Given a subgraph C of G, we call a path P a
C-path if P is non-trivial and meets C exactly in its ends. Let P = x0x1 . . . xk.
For 0 6 i 6 j 6 k we write (see Diestel [3])
Pxi = x0 . . . xi
xiP = xi . . . xk
xiPxj = xi . . . xj
for the appropriate subpaths of P . We use a similar notation for the concate-
nation of paths; for example, if the union xPy ∪ yQx of two paths is a cycle,
we may simply denote it by xPyQx.
Definition 1 If P is a path of length at least 2, then IntP is the set of its all
inner vertices. If P has length 1, then IntP is the edge of P .
Definition 2 Let G ∈ H and suppose that {Vα(G), Vβ(G)} is a vertex bi-
partition. We say that a pair (P,Q) of two disjoint paths in G cuts G if the
following conditions are satisfied:
(a) P (and Q) has all inner vertices of degree 2 in G, and has ends of
different types which are of degree at least 3 in G,
(b) the graph G − (IntP ∪ IntQ) has two components, which are called
subgraphs of G determined by (P,Q), and each of them contains ends of these
paths of the same type.
Lemma 2 Let G ∈ H and suppose that {Vα(G), Vβ(G)} is a vertex bipartition.
If C is a 2-connected subgraph of G and P is a C-path, then ends of P are of
the same type.
Proof. Let C be a 2-connected subgraph of G and suppose that Q, R are
independent x-y paths contained in C. Let P be a C-path connecting x and y.
Notice that if x and y are of different types, then one of cycles xPyQx, xPyRx
or xQyRx has odd number of vertices of type α (and also of type β). Hence,
it has 4n+ 2 vertices, which is a contradiction. 
Lemma 3 Let G ∈ H and suppose that {Vα(G), Vβ(G)} is a vertex bipartition.
If G is 2-connected, then for every x-y path P in G satisfying condition (a)
of Definition 2 there exists a sequence B1, B2, . . . , Bn+1, n > 1, of blocks in
G− IntP and a sequence a1, a2, . . . , an of cut vertices, such that G− IntP =
B1 ∪ . . .∪Bn+1, blocks B1 and Bn+1 are 2-connected, x ∈ B1, y ∈ Bn+1, and
{ai} = Bi ∩Bi+1, a1 6= x, an 6= y.
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Proof. Since G is 2-connected and P has ends of different types, by Lemma 2,
G − IntP is not 2-connected. Since G is 2-connected and inner vertices of P
are of degree 2 in G, there is a path Q contained in G − IntP which is con-
necting x and y. Since G − IntP is not 2-connected, there exists a sequence
B1, B2, . . . , Bn+1, n > 1, of blocks in G − IntP such that x ∈ B1, y ∈ Bn+1,
every block of this sequence contains an edge of Q and every edge of Q belongs
to a one of them. Thus, there exists a sequence a1, a2, . . . , an of cut vertices
such that {ai} = Bi ∩Bi+1.
SinceG is 2-connected every vertex of G−IntP belongs to a path contained
in G− IntP which is connecting x and y, whence it is connecting two vertices
of a block Bi, for some i = 1, . . . , n+ 1. Thus, G− IntP = B1 ∪ . . . ∪Bn+1.
Certainly, x 6= a1 and y 6= an, because G is 2-connected. Notice that blocks
B1 and Bn+1 are 2-connected, because x, y are of degree at least 3 in G. 
Lemma 4 Let G ∈ H and suppose that {Vα(G), Vβ(G)} is a vertex bipartition.
If G is 2-connected, then no 4-cycle has two adjacent vertices of degree at least 3
in G.
Proof. Let abcda be a 4-cycle in G and suppose that ends of the edge e = ad
are of degree at least 3 in G. Since ends of e are of different types, by Lemma 3,
G− e = B1 ∪B2 and one of the following cases occurs:
(i) B1 is 2-connected, B2 is connected, B1 ∩ B2 = b, ab is an edge of B1
and bcd is a path in B2,
(ii) B1 is connected, B2 is 2-connected B1 ∩ B2 = c, abc is a path in B1
and cd is an edge of B2.
In the case (i), adcb is a B1-path. Hence, by Lemma 2, vertices a, b are of
the same type, but it is impossible, because ab is an edge. Similarly, we obtain
a contradiction in the case (ii). Hence, e has an end-vertex of degree 2. 
Lemma 5 Let G ∈ H be 2-connected and suppose that {Vα(G), Vβ(G)} is
a vertex bipartition. For every path P in G satisfying condition (a) of Def-
inition 2 and for every 2-connected block B in G − IntP , there exists a
path Q in G such that (P,Q) cuts G and B is contained in a component
of G− (IntP ∪ IntQ).
Proof. Let P be a path of G satisfying condition (a) of Definition 2 and
suppose that x (or y) is its end of type α (or β, respectively). By Lemma 3,
there exists a sequence B1, B2, . . . , Bn+1, n > 1, of blocks in G− IntP and a
sequence a1, a2, . . . , an of cut vertices, such that G− IntP = B1 ∪ . . .∪Bn+1,
B1 and Bn+1 are 2-connected, {ai} = Bi ∩ Bi+1 and x ∈ B1, x 6= a1 and
y ∈ Bn+1, y 6= an. Since B1 and Bn+1 are 2-connected, by Lemma 2, vertices
a1 and x (an and y) are of type α (β, respectively). We can assume that
B = Bl. Since Bl is 2-connected, by Lemma 2, vertices al−1, al are of the
same type. We assume that these vertices are of type β (if they are of type α,
the proof is analogous).
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Let 1 < k 6 n be the first integer such that dG(ak) > 3 and ak is of type β,
and suppose that 1 6 j < k is the last integer such that dG(aj) > 3. Then,
Q = ajaj+1 . . . ak is a path satisfying condition (a) of Definition 2. Notice
that paths P , Q are disjoint and G − (IntP ∪ IntQ) has two components
C = B1 ∪ . . . ∪ Bj and D = Bk+1 ∪ . . . ∪Bn+1. Since x, aj ∈ C are of type α
and ak, y ∈ D are of type β, the pair (P,Q) cuts G. It follows, by definition
of k, that k 6 l − 1, because dG(al−1) > 3 and al−1 is of type β. Hence,
B = Bl ⊆ D. 
Theorem 1 Let G ∈ H be 2-connected and suppose that {Vα(G), Vβ(G)} is
a vertex bipartition. If C is a minimal subgraph in G determined by a pair of
paths which cuts G, then its any two vertices of degree at least 3 in G are of
the same type.
Proof. Let C be a minimal subgraph of G determined by a pair of paths (say
(P,Q)) which cuts G. Hence, G − (IntP ∪ IntQ) consists of two components
C and D. Without loss of generality we can assume that ends of paths P ,
Q belonging to C are of type α. If C is not 2-connected, then, by Lemma 3,
there exists a sequence B1, B2, . . . , Bn+1 of blocks in C, n > 1 and a sequence
a1, a2, . . . , an of cut vertices such that C = B1∪. . .∪Bn+1 and {ai} = Bi∩Bi+1
(if C is 2-connected, then we put C = B1).
Assume that C has two vertices, say x and y, of different types which are
of degree at least 3 in G. We shall prove that C is not minimal. Without loss
of generality we can assume that one of the following conditions occurs:
(i) x = ai, y = ak, for some i < k, and Bj is an edge, for every i < j 6 k,
(ii) x and y belong to the same 2-connected block, say Bl.
Case (i). Then, there exists a path R = aiai+1 . . . ak satisfying condition
(a) of Definition 2. If ai is of type α and ak is of type β, then (P,R) cut G,
B1 ∪ . . . ∪ Bi and Bk+1 ∪ . . . ∪ Bn+1 ∪ Q ∪ D are two components of G −
(IntP ∪ IntR). Similarly, if ai is of type β and ak is of type α, then (R,Q)
cut G, Bk+1 ∪ . . . ∪ Bn+1 and D ∪ P ∪ B1 ∪ . . . ∪ Bi are two components of
G− (IntR ∪ IntQ). Hence, C is not minimal.
Case (ii). Without loss of generality we can assume that vertices al−1 and
al are of type α, because, by Lemma 2, they are of the same type. Since x and
y are of different type, there exists a path P1 ⊂ Bl satisfying condition (a)
of Definition 2 and one of its ends, say x1, is of type β. Hence, there exists a
path S in Bl connecting al−1 and al and omitting the vertex x1, because Bl
is 2-connected. Notice that S is disjoint with IntP1. Since G is 2-connected,
there exists a path T in G connecting al−1 and al which contains paths P
and Q. Let B be a 2-connected block of G − IntP1 which contains a cycle
al−1SalTal−1. Since every vertex of G − Bl belongs to a path in G − IntP1
connecting al−1 and al, G − Bl ⊂ B. Hence, G − B ⊂ Bl. By Lemma 5,
there exist a path Q1 of G such that (P1, Q1) cuts G and one component of
G− (IntP1 ∪ IntQ1), say E, is disjoint with B. Thus, E ⊆ G− B ⊂ Bl ⊆ C.
Hence, C is not minimal. 
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Theorem 2 Let G ∈ H and suppose that {Vα(G), Vβ(G)} is a vertex biparti-
tion. For every vertex v ∈ Vβ(G) and for every 2-colouring a : Vα(G)→ {1, 2}
there exists a 2-colouring b : Vβ(G) → {1, 2} satisfying the following condi-
tions:
(1) every cycle in G is not monochromatic with respect to a▽b,
(2) if a path in G has ends of type β and its all inner vertices are of degree 2
in G, then its vertices of type β are coloured 1 and 2 alternately by b,
(3) b(v) = 1 (b(v) = 2).
Proof. Let G ∈ H. Without loss of generality we can assume that G is con-
nected. We apply induction on |G|. Fix a vertex v ∈ Vβ(G) and fix a 2-colouring
a : Vα(G)→ {1, 2}.
Assume first that G is not 2-connected. Pick a block B0 of G such that
v ∈ Vβ(B0). Let B1, . . . , Bn be a sequence of connected subgraphs of G and
let v1, . . . , vn be a sequence of vertices such that vi is the unique vertex of
B0 ∩Bi, and subgraphs Bi\{vi} are pairwise disjoint. By induction (we apply
Theorem 2 for the graph Bi and the vertex vi, i = 1, . . . , n, and for the graph
B0 and the vertex v), there exists a 2-colouring bi : Vβ(Bi)→ {1, 2} satisfying
the assertions:
(◦) every cycle in Bi is not monochromatic in a▽bi,
(◦) if a path has ends of type β and has all inner vertices of degree 2 in Bi,
then its all vertices of type β are coloured 1 and 2 alternately by bi,
(◦) if vi is of type β, then bi(vi) = b0(vi), for i > 1,
(◦) b0(v) = 1 (b0(v) = 2).
Notice that a 2-colouring b = b0▽ . . .▽bn satisfies assertions (1)-(3) of Theo-
rem 2. Thus, it is sufficient to prove Theorem 2 for 2-connected graphs in H.
First we prove the following:
(A) IfK is a connected subgraph of G such that its all vertices of degree at least
3 in K are of type β, then there exists a 2-colouring k : Vβ(K)→ {1, 2} so
that
(a) every cycle in K is not monochromatic with respect to a▽k,
(b) if a path in K has ends of type β, then its vertices of type β are coloured
1 and 2 alternately by k,
(c) if v ∈ Vβ(K), then k(v) = 1 (k(v) = 2).
Proof of (A). Fix a vertex w ∈ Vβ(K). For every u ∈ Vβ(K) there exists a path
P in K connecting w and u. Ler k(w) = 1 and assume that vertices of Vβ(P )
are coloured, by k, with 1 and with 2 alternately. We prove that the colouring
of u is independent of the choice of the path in K connecting w and u.
Let P and Q be any two paths inK connecting w and u. Let d(P ) (or d(Q))
denote length of the path P (or Q, respectively). Notice that P (or Q) has
ends of the same colour if and only if d(P ) (d(Q), respectively) is congruent to
0 modulo 4. If P and Q are independent, then d(P ) and d(Q) are congruent
modulo 4, because G ∈ H. Hence follows that the colouring of u is independent
of the choice of the path P or Q.
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If P and Q are not independent, then their common inner vertices are
of degree at least 3 in K. Hence, they are of type β. Then there are two
sequences of paths P1, . . . , Pn and Q1, . . . , Qn such that P = P1∪. . .∪Pn, Q =
Q1 ∪ . . .∪Qn and, for every i = 1, . . . n, the paths Pi, Qi are independent and
have common ends of type β, or Pi = Qi. Thus, the colouring k is compatible
for all vertices of Vβ(K). Certainly, if v ∈ Vβ(K), then we may interchange the
colours 1 and 2 in Vβ(K) so that condition (c) is satisfied. Thus, conditions
(b)-(c) hold. Certainly, (a) follows from (b), which completes the proof of (A).
Now we prove the following:
(B) If L is a connected subgraph of G such that its all vertices of degree at
least 3 in G are of type α, then there exists a 2-colouring l : Vβ(L)→ {1, 2}
so that
(d) every cycle in L is not monochromatic with respect to a▽l,
(e) if a path in L has ends of type β and its all inner vertices are of degree 2
in G, then its all vertices of type β are coloured 1 and 2 alternately by l,
(f) every path in L not containing v and with ends of degree at least 3 in G is
not monochromatic with respect to a▽l,
(g) if v ∈ Vβ(L), then l(v) = 1 (l(v) = 2).
Proof of (B). Let L1 be the set of all paths in L with ends of type β and with all
inner vertices of degree 2 inG. If P ∈ L1, then we assume that vertices of Vβ(P )
are coloured, by l, with 1 and with 2 alternately. Certainly, if v ∈ Vβ(P ), then
we can interchange colours 1 and 2 in Vβ(P ) so that condition (g) is satisfied.
Notice that that the colouring l is compatible for all vertices of the union of
Vβ(P ), for P ∈ L1. Hence, conditions (e) and (g) hold.
Let L2 be the set of all paths in L of length 2 with ends of degree at least 3
in G and not containing v. If P ∈ L2, then we assume that the inner vertex of
P (of type β) is coloured, by l, so that P is not monochromatic. If P is a path
in L of length at least 4 and with ends of degree at least 3 in G (of type α),
then it contains a path belonging to L1 or L2. Hence, it is not monochromatic
with respect to a▽l. Thus, condition (f) holds.
Certainly, condition (d) follows from conditions (e)-(f) which completes
the proof of (B).
Now we assume that G is 2-connected. If all vertices of degree at least 3
in G are of the same type, then, by (A) (or (B)), there exists a 2-colouring
k : Vβ(G) → {1, 2} (l : Vβ(G) → {1, 2}) satisfying conditions (a)-(c) ((d)-(f),
respectively). Hence, Theorem 2 holds.
Thus, we can assume that G has a path which satisfies condition (a) of
Definition 2. By Lemma 5 and Theorem 1, there exists a pair (P,Q) of paths
which cuts G, G− (IntP ∪IntQ) is the union of two componets, say C and D,
and all vertices of C which have degree at least 3 in G are of the same type.
Let us denote by x1, y1 (x2, y2) ends of P (Q, respectively). We may assume
that x1, x2 ∈ C. Let us consider the following cases:
(i) all vertices of C which have degree at least 3 in G are of type β,
(ii) all vertices of C which have degree at least 3 in G are of type α.
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Case (i). By induction (for the graph D), there exists a 2-colouring d :
Vβ(D)→ {1, 2} satisfying assertions (1)-(2) and (3) (if v ∈ Vβ(D)).
Let K = C ∪P ∪Q. Notice that all vertices of degree at least 3 in K are of
type β. Then, by (A) there exists a 2-colouring k : Vβ(K) → {1, 2} satisfying
conditions (a)-(b) and (c) (if v ∈ Vβ(K)). Since vertices x1 and x2 are of type
β, by condition (b), every path inK with ends x1 and x2 is not monochromatic
with respect to a▽k. Hence, every cycle containing P∪Q is not monochromatic
with respect to a▽k▽d. Thus, in this case, Theorem 2 holds.
Case (ii). By (B) (for L = C), there exists a 2-colouring l : Vβ(C)→ {1, 2}
satisfying conditions (d)-(f) and (g) (if v ∈ Vβ(C)).
Suppose first that v ∈ D ∪ P ∪Q. By induction (for the graph D ∪ P ∪Q
and for v), there exists a 2-colouring c1 : Vβ(D ∪ P ∪ Q) → {1, 2} satisfying
assertions (1)-(3) of Theorem 2. Since v /∈ C and vertices x1, x2 have degree at
least 3 in G, by condition (f), every path with ends x1 and x2 contained in C
is not monochromatic with respect to a▽l. Hence, every cycle containing P ∪Q
is not monochromatic with respect to a▽l▽c1. Thus, in this case, Theorem 2
holds.
Let now v ∈ C. By induction (for D ∪P ∪Q and for y1 ∈ Vβ(D ∪P ∪Q)),
there exists a 2-colouring c2 : Vβ(D ∪ P ∪ Q) → {1, 2} satisfying assertions
(1)-(2) of Theorem 2 and c2(y1) 6= a(x1). Hence, every cycle containing P ∪Q
is not monochromatic with respect to a▽l▽c2. Thus, in this case, Theorem 2
holds. 
Example 1 LetK3,4 = E
3∗E4 be a complete bipartite graph, where E3 and E4
are disjoint empty graphs of order 3 and 4, respectively. Let a : E4 → {1, 2} be
a 2-colouring such that two vertices are coloured 1 and the other are coloured 2.
Notice that K3,4 /∈ H and for every 2-colouring b : E
3 → {1, 2} there exists a
cycle monochromatic with respect to a▽b.
Remark 1 For every integer n > 0, there exists a plane graph G ∈ H with a
vertex bipartition {Vα(G), Vβ(G)} and a 2-colouring a : Vα(G) → {1, 2} such
that for every 2-colouring b : Vβ(G) → {1, 2} there exists a path of length at
least n which is monochromatic with respect to a▽b.
Corollary 1 Let G ∈ H and suppose that {Vα(G), Vβ(G)} is a vertex bi-
partition. Let v, y ∈ Vβ(G) be vertices of a 4-cycle. For every 2-colouring
a : Vα(G) → {1, 2}, there exists a 2-colouring b : Vβ(G) → {1, 2} which satis-
fies the following conditions:
(1) every cycle is not monochromatic with respect to a▽b,
(2) b(v) = 1 and b(y) = 2 (b(v) = 2 and b(y) = 1).
Proof. Let G ∈ H. Without loss of generality we can assume that G is con-
nected. Assume that v, y ∈ Vβ(G) are vertices of a 4-cycle (say vxyzv). Notice
that x, z ∈ Vα(G). Pick a 2-connected block B of G containing vxyzv.
Let a : Vα(G) → {1, 2} be any 2-colouring. By Theorem 2 there are 2-
colourings b1 : Vβ(B) → {1, 2} and b2 : Vβ(B) → {1, 2}) satisfying the follow-
ing conditions:
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(a) every cycle in B is not monochromatic with respect to a▽b1 and a▽b2,
(b) if a path of length 2 in B has ends of type β of degree at least 3 in B
and has the inner vertex of degree 2 in B, then its ends are coloured with
different colours by b1, and also by b2,
(c) b1(v) = a(x) = b2(y).
We shall prove that there exists a 2-colouring b0 : Vβ(B) → {1, 2} satisfying
the following conditions:
(d) every cycle in B is not monochromatic with respect to a▽b0,
(e) b0(y) 6= b0(v) = a(x) (b0(v) 6= b0(y) = a(x)).
Since B is 2-connected, by Lemma 4, one of the following cases occurs:
(i) dB(v), dB(y) > 3 and dB(x) = dB(z) = 2,
(ii) dB(v) = dB(y) = 2.
Case (i) . By conditions (b)-(c), b1(y) 6= b1(v) = a(x) and b2(v) 6= b2(y) =
a(x). Hence, b0 = b1 (b0 = b2, respectively) satisfies conditions (d)-(e).
Case (ii). If a(x) = a(z), then, by conditions (c) and (a), b1(v) = a(x) 6=
b1(y) and b2(y) = a(x) 6= b2(v). Hence, b0 = b1 (b0 = b2, respectively) satisfies
conditions (d)-(e).
If a(x) 6= a(z), then, by condition (c), b1(v) = a(x) and b2(y) = a(x).
Hence, we can assume that b1(y) = a(z) and b2(v) = a(z). Otherwise, we
can recolour y and v, because dB(y) = dB(v) = 2. Hence, b0 = b1 (b0 = b2,
respectively) satisfies conditions (d)-(e).
Finally, we can extend the colouring b0 to a 2-colouring b of Vβ(G) satis-
fying conditions (1) and (2), by the way presented in the proof of Theorem 2. 
3 Application to the Barnette’s Conjecture
Let E be the family of all simple even plane triangulations. Let G ∈ E and
suppose that V1, V2, V3 is a vertex 3-partition of V (G). If v is a vertex in G,
then Ni(v) is the set of all its neighbours belonging to Vi, for i = 1, 2, 3.
We say that a vertex v is big (small) in G if dG(v) ≥ 6 (dG(v) = 4,
respectively). Denote by Bi (or Si) the set of all big (small, respectively)
vertices in Vi, i = 1, 2, 3. Note that G[B1 ∪ B2 ∪ B3] is 2-connected, because
its every face is triangle or square.
Let PG denote the family of all paths P of length at least 2 in G, with big
ends and small inner vertices such that either P is an induced path in G, or
the ends a, b of P are adjacent and P +ab is an induced cycle in G. Let V 0(P )
denote the set of two vertices in G so that each of them is adjacent to every
vertex of P . Let V 1(P ) denote the set of two ends of P .
Let Cl denote a cycle of length l, E2 denotes an empty graph of order 2.
Then the join C4 ∗E2 is the octahedron. Notice that if G ≇ C2l ∗E2, for l > 2,
then every small vertex in G belongs to a path of PG.
Recall that H denote the family of all graphs which contain only cycles of
length congruent to 0 mod 4.
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Theorem 3 Let G ∈ E and suppose that G[B1 ∪ B3] ∪ G[B2 ∪ B3] ∈ H. For
every edge vw with v ∈ B3 and w ∈ V1(w ∈ V2) it is possible to partition the
vertex set of G into two disjoint subsets S, T so that each of them induces a
tree, B1 ⊆ S, B2 ⊆ T , and v, w ∈ S (v, w ∈ T , respectively).
Proof. Let G ∈ E . If G ∼= C2l ∗ E2, for some l > 2, then Theorem 3 holds.
Therefore, we assume that G ≇ C2l ∗ E2. Hence, every small vertex in G
belongs to a path of PG.
Let H = G[B1 ∪B3]∪G[B2 ∪B3] ∈ H. Notice that H is a bipartite graph
with bipartition (B1∪B2, B3). Let a : B1∪B2 → {1, 2} be a 2- colouring such
that vertices of B1 (or B2) are coloured 1 (2, respectively). Fix an edge vw
such that v ∈ B3. By Theorem 2, there exists a 2-colouring b : B3 → {1, 2}
such that every cycle in G[B1 ∪ B2 ∪ B3] is not monochromatic with respect
to a▽b, and b(v) is coloured 1 (or 2), for w ∈ V1 (w ∈ V2, respectively).
Let w ∈ B1 ∪B2 and suppose that
X = B1 ∪ {u ∈ B3 : b(u) = 1} and Y = B2 ∪ {u ∈ B3 : b(u) = 2}.
Remark, that X an Y are disjoint and the induced graphs G[X ] and G[Y ] are
acyclic. Hence, by Lemma 1, it is possible to partition the vertex set of G into
two subsets S, T so that each of them induces a tree, X ⊆ S and Y ⊆ T .
Certainly, if w ∈ B1 (w ∈ B2), then v, w ∈ X (v, w ∈ Y , respectively).
Assume now that w ∈ S1 ∪ S2. Then, w belongs to a path of PG, say Pw,
such that all vertices of V 0(Pw) are big in G, or V
0(Pw) = {v, y}, where y ∈ S3.
Let vxyzv be a 4-cycle consisting of vertices belonging to V 0(Pw) ∪ V
1(Pw).
Since v ∈ B3, by Corollary 1, we can assume that the 2-colouring b satisfies
also the following condition:
(a) if y ∈ B3, then b(v) 6= b(y).
Let
M =
{
B3 ∪ IntPw, if all vertices of V
0(Pw) are big in G,
B3 ∪ IntPw ∪ {y}, if V
0(Pw) = {v, y} and y ∈ S3.
We shall extend b to a 2-colouring b0 : M → {1, 2} satisfying the following
conditions:
(b) every cycle in G[B1 ∪B2∪B3]∪G[V (Pw)∪V
0(Pw)] is not monochromatic
with respect to a▽b0,
(c) b0(w) = b(v).
So, we set b0(u) = b(u) for every u ∈ B3. It is sufficient to consider the
following cases:
(1) V 0(Pw) = {v, y} and y ∈ B3,
(2) V 1(Pw) = {v, y} and y ∈ B3,
(3) V 1(Pw) = {v, y} and y ∈ B1 ∪B2,
(4) V 0(Pw) = {v, y} and y ∈ S3.
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Case (1). Since y ∈ B3, by condition (a), we can assume that b(v) 6= b(y).
We colour all vertices of (IntPw)∩ S1 with 1 and all vertices of (IntPw)∩ S2
with 2. Certainly, conditions (b)-(c) hold.
Case (2). Since y ∈ B3, by condition (a), we can assume that b(v) 6= b(y).
Notice that if w ∈ S1 (w ∈ S2), then x, z ∈ B2 (x, z ∈ B1, respectively).
Thus, b(v) 6= a(x) = a(z) = b(y). We colour all vertices of IntPw with b(v).
Certainly, conditions (b)-(c) hold.
Case (3). Notice that if w ∈ S1 (w ∈ S2), then x, z ∈ B2 and y ∈ B1
(x, z ∈ B1 and y ∈ B2, respectively). Thus, b(v) = a(y) 6= a(x) = a(z).
Moreover, there exists a vertex s ∈ (IntPw)∩S3. If every path inG[B1∪B2∪B3]
connecting x and z is not monochromatic with respect to a▽b, then we put
b0(s) = a(x) and we colour all vertices of IntPw\{s} with b(v).
If there exists a path in G[B1 ∪ B2 ∪ B3] connecting x and z which is
monochromatic with respect to a▽b, then we colour all vertices of IntPw with
b(v). Certainly, conditions (b)-(c) hold.
Case (4). We set b0(y) 6= b(v). We colour all vertices of (IntPw)∩S1 with 1
and all vertices of (IntPw) ∩ S2 with 2. Certainly, conditions (b)-(c) hold.
Let
X0 = B1 ∪ {u ∈M : b0(u) = 1} and Y0 = B2 ∪ {u ∈M : b0(u) = 2}.
Remark, that X0 and Y0 are disjoint and, by condition (b), the induced graphs
G[X0] and G[Y0] are acyclic. Hence, by Lemma 1, it is possible to partition
the vertex set of G into two subsets S, T so that each of them induces a tree,
X0 ⊆ S and Y0 ⊆ T . Moreover, if w ∈ S1 (w ∈ S2), then, by condition (c),
v, w ∈ X0 (v, w ∈ Y0, respectively). 
Theorem 4 Let G ∈ E and suppose that H = G[B1∪B3]∪G[B2∪B3] ∈ H. If
every component of H is 2-connected, then it is possible to partition the vertex
set of G into two disjoint subsets S, T so that each of them induces a tree,
B1 ⊆ S, B2 ⊆ T , and for every v ∈ B3 the following implications are satisfied:
(1) if dH(v) > 3, then N1(v) ⊆ S and N2(v) ⊆ T ,
(2) if dH(v) = 2 and v ∈ S (v ∈ T ), then at most two vertices of N1(v)
(or N2(v)) belong to S (or T ) and all other neighbours of v belong to T (S,
respectively).
Proof. Let G ∈ E . Let H = G[B1 ∪ B3] ∪ G[B2 ∪ B3] ∈ H and suppose that
every component of H is 2-connected. Thus, G ≇ C2l ∗ E2, for l > 2. Hence,
every small vertex in G belongs to a path of PG.
Notice that H is a bipartite graph with the vertex bipartition (B1∪B2, B3).
Let a : B1 ∪ B2 → {1, 2} be a 2-colouring such that vertices of B1 (or B2)
are coloured 1 (2, respectively). By Theorem 2, there exists a 2-colouring
b : B3 → {1, 2} satisfying the following conditions:
(a) every cycle in G[B1 ∪B2 ∪B3] is not monochromatic with respect to a▽b,
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(b) if a path in H of length 2 has ends belonging to B3 of degree at least 3 in
H , and if the inner vertex is of degree 2 in H , then ends of this path are
coloured differently by b.
Notice that we can also assume that b satisfies the following condition:
(c) if a path in H of length 2 has the inner vertex belonging to B3 of degree 2
in H , and if its both ends are not coloured 2 (are coloured 2) by a, then its
inner vertex is coloured 2 (1, respectively) by b. Otherwise we can recolour
the inner vertex.
Let RG be the family of all paths P ∈ PG such that all vertices of V
0(P )
are big in G and at least one vertex of V 0(P )∪V 1(P ) belongs to B3. Suppose
that R̂G is the family of all paths P ∈ PG such that V
0(P ) contains a vertex
belonging to B3 and a vertex belonging to S3.
Let P1, . . . , Pn be a sequence of all paths in RG ∪ R̂G. Set M0 = B3 and
Mi =
{
Mi−1 ∪ IntPi, for Pi ∈ RG,
Mi−1 ∪ IntPi ∪ {y}, for Pi ∈ R̂G and y ∈ V
0(Pi) ∩ S3.
Denote L0 = G[B1 ∪ B2 ∪ B3] and Li = Li−1 ∪ G[V (Pi) ∪ V
0(Pi)], for i =
1, . . . , n.
We shall define a sequence b0, . . . , bn of 2-colourings bi : Mi → {1, 2} (we
set b0 = b) such that the following conditions, for i > 0, are satisfied:
(d) every cycle in Li is not monochromatic with respect to a▽bi,
(e) if v is a vertex belonging to B3 ∩ (V
0(Pi) ∪ V
1(Pi)) with dH(v) > 3, then
all vertices of N1(v) ∩ (V (Pi) ∪ V
0(Pi)) (of N2(v) ∩ (V (Pi) ∪ V
0(Pi))) are
coloured 1 (2, respectively) by bi,
(f) if v is a vertex belonging to B3∩ (V
0(Pi)∪V
1(Pi)) with dH(v) = 2 and if v
is coloured 1 (or 2) by b, then at most one vertex of N1(v)∩(V (Pi)∪V
0(Pi))
(N2(v)∩ (V (Pi)∪V
0(Pi)), respectively) is coloured 1 (2, respectively) and
all other vertices of N(v)∩(V (Pi)∪V
0(Pi)) are coloured 2 (1, respectively)
by bi.
Let bi−1, for some i > 0, be a 2-colouring satisfying conditions (d)-(f), for
i > 1. We shall extend bi−1 to a 2-colouring bi satisfying conditions (d)-(f).
So, we put bi(u) = bi−1(u) for every u ∈Mi−1. Let us consider a path Pi ∈ RG
and suppose that vixiyizivi is a 4-cycle in G consisting of vertices belonging
to V 0(Pi) ∪ V
1(Pi). Assume first that
vi, yi ∈ B3 and xi, zi ∈ B1 ∪B2.
Hence, vixiyizivi is contained in H . Thus, it is contained in some 2-connected
component of H . By Lemma 4, one of the following cases occurs:
(1) V 0(Pi) = {vi, yi}, dH(vi), dH(yi) > 3 and dH(xi) = degH(zi) = 2,
(2) V 1(Pi) = {vi, yi}, dH(vi), dH(yi) > 3 and dH(xi) = dH(zi) = 2,
(3) V 0(Pi) = {vi, yi}, dH(vi) = dH(yi) = 2,
(4) V 1(Pi) = {vi, yi}, dH(vi) = dH(yi) = 2.
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Case (1). Notice that b(vi) 6= b(yi), by condition (b). Let us define bi(u) = 1
(bi(u) = 2), for every vertex u ∈ S1 ∩ IntPi (u ∈ S2 ∩ IntPi, respectively).
Certainly, conditions (d)-(e) hold, for v = vi and v = yi.
Case (2). Notice that a(xi) = a(zi) and b(vi) 6= b(yi), by condition (b).
If a(xi) = 1 (a(xi) = 2) we set bi(u) = 2 (bi(u) = 1, respectively) for every
vertex u ∈ IntPi. Certainly, conditions (d)-(e) hold, for v = vi and v = yi.
Case (3). Notice that b(vi) = b(yi), by condition (c). Hence, a(xi) 6= b(vi)
or a(zi) 6= b(vi). If there exists a path in Li−1 connecting vi and yi which is
monochromatic with respect to a▽bi−1 and a(xi) 6= b(vi) (a(zi) 6= b(vi)), then
we colour all inner vertices of Pi with a(xi) (a(zi), respectively).
Assume now, that every path in Li−1 connecting vi and yi is not monochro-
matic with respect to a▽bi−1. Then a(xi) = a(zi) 6= b(vi). If b(vi) = 1
(b(vi) = 2), then xi, zi ∈ B2 (xi, zi ∈ B1). Hence, there exists s ∈ S1 ∩ IntPi
(s ∈ S2∩IntPi, respectively). We set bi(s) = 1 (bi(s) = 2, respectively) and we
colour all other vertices of IntPi with 2 (1, respectively). Certainly, conditions
(d) and (f) hold, for v = vi and v = yi.
Case (4). Then a(xi) = a(zi) 6= b(vi) = b(yi), by condition (c). If there
exists a path in Li−1 connecting xi and zi which is monochromatic with respect
to a▽bi−1, then we colour all vertices of IntPi with b(vi).
Assume now, that every path in Li−1 connecting xi and zi is not monochro-
matic with respect to a▽bi−1. If b(vi) = 1 (b(vi) = 2), then xi, zi ∈ B2
(xi, zi ∈ B1). Hence, there exists a vertex s ∈ S1 ∩ IntPi (s ∈ S2 ∩ IntPi,
respectively). We set bi(s) = 2 (bi(s) = 1, respectively) and we colour all other
vertices of IntPi with 1 (2, respectively). Certainly, conditions (d) and (f)
hold, for v = vi and v = yi.
Assume now that
vi ∈ B3, yi ∈ B1 ∪B2 ∪ S3 and xi, zi ∈ B1 ∪B2.
It is sufficient to consider the following cases:
(5) V 1(Pi) = {vi, yi}, yi ∈ B1 ∪B2,
(6) V 0(Pi) = {vi, yi}, yi ∈ S3 and dH(vi) > 3,
(7) V 0(Pi) = {vi, yi}, yi ∈ S3 and dH(vi) = 2.
Case 5. Notice that a(xi) = a(zi) 6= a(yi). If there exists a path in Li−1
connecting xi and zi which is monochromatic with respect to a▽bi−1, then we
colour all vertices of IntPi with a(yi). If dH(v) > 3, then conditions (d)-(e)
hold. If dH(v) = 2, then, by condition (c), b(vi) 6= a(xi). Hence, b(vi) = a(yi)
and conditions (d) and (f) hold.
Assume now, that every path in Li−1 connecting xi and zi is not monochro-
matic with respect to a▽bi−1. Thus, b(vi) 6= a(xi). If xi ∈ B2 (xi ∈ B1), then
b(vi) = a(yi) = 1 (b(vi) = a(yi) = 2, respectively) and all vertices of IntPi
belong to S1 ∪ S3 (S2 ∪ S3, respectively). Let s be any vertex of S3 ∩ IntPi.
We set bi(s) = 2 (bi(s) = 1, respectively) and we colour all other vertices of
IntPi with 1 (2, respectively). Certainly, conditions (d)-(e) hold.
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Case (6). If b(vi) = 1 (b(vi) = 2) we set bi(yi) = 2 (bi(yi) = 1, respectively).
We colour a vertex of IntPi ∩ V1 with 1, and a vertex of IntPi ∩ V2 with 2.
Certainly, conditions (d)-(f) hold .
Case (7). If b(vi) = 1 (b(vi) = 2) we set bi(yi) = 1 (bi(yi) = 2, respec-
tively) and we colour all vertices of IntPi with 2 (1, respectively). Certainly,
conditions (d) and (f) hold.
Let
X = B1 ∪ {u ∈Mn : bn(u) = 1} and Y = B2 ∪ {u ∈Mn : bn(u) = 2}.
Remark, that X and Y are disjoint and, by condition (d), graphs G[X ] and
G[Y ] are acyclic. For every path in RG ∪ R̂G (in PG\(RG ∪ R̂G)) the set of
its inner vertices is contained in X ∪ Y (is disjoint with X ∪ Y ). Therfore, by
Lemma 1, it is possible to partition the vertex set of G into two subsets S, T
so that each of them induces a tree, X ⊆ S and Y ⊆ T .
Notice that every facial cycle of the graph G[B1 ∪B2 ∪B3] is a square or
a triangle. Moreover, if dH(v) = 2, then there are exactly two facial cycles
containing the vertex v. Hence, by conditions (e)-(f) (for every i = 1, . . . , n)
the following implications hold:
(g) if v ∈ B3 has degree at least 3 in H , then vertices of N1(v) (of N2(v)) are
coloured 1 (2, respectively) by bn,
(h) if v ∈ B3 has degree 2 in H and it is coloured 1 (or 2) by b, then at most two
vertices of N1(v) (of N2(v)) are coloured 1 (or 2), and all other neighbours
of v are coloured 2 (1, respectively) by bn.
Finally, by conditions (g)-(h), Theorem 4 holds. 
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